This article addresses the design and control of optimal scan trajectories, which is important in applications such as the imaging of nano-scale surface phenomena using Scanning Tunneling Microscopes (STM), quick-return mechanisms and cams used in manufacturing, and general repeating processes. In this article we pose the problem of designing the output trajectory for a scanner such that the input energy is minimized. The problem is solved by fist integrating optimal control techniques with a model-based inversion approach. After this integration, the input-energy for the entire scan is then minimized to solve the optimal scanning problem. Additionally, the method is applied to highspeed scanning of an STM, which is a key tool in emerging nanotechnologies. Simulation and experimental results are presented to illustrate the technique and its advantages.
Introduction
A typical scanning operation consists of two sections: (1) a first section during which a desired output trajectory is tracked precisely -this is often referred to as the activescan section or the tracking section; and (2) a second section which aims to achieve a quick return of the output to a predefined value so that the active scan can be repeated -this is the retrace section or the output-transition section. These tracking and transition sections are repeated in a scanning operation; such scanning is used in a variety of applications, for example, in the imaging of nano-scale surface phenomena using Scanning "neling Microscopes (STM) [l] , in quick-return mechanisms and cams used in manufacturing [21, in repeating processes such as paper-feed operation in copiers [3] , and in the control of flexible structures such as long robotic arms [4, 51. While precision control of the tracking section can be achieved using model-based inversion techniques, the design of the output trajectory during the transition section is often ad hoc, and is usualIy accomplished using smoothing techniques and polynomial-based techniques [6, 5, 31 . In this article we pose the problem of designing the output trajectory for a scanner such that the total energy (i.e. during tracking and transition) is minimized. The method is applied to high-speed scanning of a Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM), which is a key tool in emerging nanotechnologies to investigate and control nanescale surface phenomena [7, 8] If the desired scanning trajectory is known, then several approaches are available for finding inputs that track the desired output trajectory; these methods include repetitive and iterative control techniques, e.g., see [9, 10, 111. However, in many scanning operations, the output trajectory during the output-transition section is unknown -the trajectory design problem is part of the controller design problem. Optimal transitions have been studied in control theory I121 when the initial and final states are pre-specified; however, in a scanning problem the boundary states at the initiation and completion of the output-transition are not specified (only the output at these instants are known and not the states). This problem of unknown boundary states can be circumvented by choosing a smooth output trajectory during the output transition section. For example, spectral windows proposed in 161 can be used to obtain a smooth output-trajectory during the output-transition section. Another approach is to design the output trajectory using polynomial functions for smooth transitions between tracking and transition sections {5]. However, these methods are ad-hoc, and are not optimal. Thus, a systematic approach to output-trajectory design and control for scanners is not available at present.
The contribution of this article is a systematic solution of the optimal output-trajectory design and control problem for scanners. The unknown boundary states, i.e., initial and final states for the output transition section (retraces section), are considered as variables to be optimized in this article. It is show that portions of the boundary states (for the retrace section) can be determined from the tracking requirements of the activescan section. The remaining portions of the boundary states are then optimized to minimize the overall input energy required for scanning. Thus, the proposed approach integrates standard optimal control approaches with the model-based inversion approach to solve the optimal scanning problem. While the article focuses on minimizing the input energy (which is a standard optimalcontrol cost criterion), the proposed integration of inversion and optimization approaches to optimally design the scan trajectory is general; the proposed methodology can be used to minimize other criterion such as (a) the time for the output transition and (b) motion-induced vibrations in the system during the transition.
The article is organized in the following format. In Section 2, we formulate the optimal scanning problem. i.e., find the minimal Jscanning-
Step 1. Cost during the tracking section The exact tracking input for a given output trajectory can be obtained by using model-based inversion approaches. We begin by rewriting the system equations in the outputtracking form (see, e.g., [13] Chapter 9, or [14] ). Again, if the desired output is specified then 3. The internal dynamics is represented by qa and q,.
The internal dynamics is assumed to be decoupled (without loss of generality); the stable subspace of the internal dynamics is 17, and the remaining dynamics is represented by 7,. The corresponding submatrix A.
has its eigenvalues in the open left half of the complex plane, and the submatrix A, has its eigenvalues in the right half of the complex plane which includes the imaginary axis. 
Input %track during t h e tracking section
to < t < ti: The input control law (Eq. 6) for exact tracking is completely specified in terms of the internal dynamics (vB, vu) and the desired trajectory. Therefore, for a given desired output trajectory, finding the exact tracking input is equivalent to finding bounded solutions to the internal dynamics. However, finding a bounded solution to the internal dynamics (Eq. 8) can be challenging because A, has eigenvalues in the right half of the complex plane. We use stable inversion approach (i.e., integrate 17, backward in time) to find bounded solutions to the internal dynamics as
117,141
where U is defined as the boundary condition 3.1. 3 Cost during the tracking section,
Lemma 1 Tracking cost Jtrack during t h e tracking section, to < t < ti
The cost Jtrock during the tracking section is completely specified in terms of the boundary condition 9 (Eq. 17).
firthermore the cost is quadratic in * and is given by
Proof This follows by substituting the control law (Eq. 16) into the tracking cost Jtrock (Eq. 3).
Step 2. Cost during t h e transition section, ti 5
We show that the transition cost Jt,,, is quadratic in the boundary state Q which determines the boundary states (z(ti), z ( t f ) ) for the output transition.
Remark 2 The boundary condition Q determines the boundary states ( z ( t i ) , z ( t f ) )
for the output tmnsition as
$(ti) = @[<(ti> a a ( t i ) qu(ti)lT
Substituting this solution to the internal dynamics into the control law (Eq. 6) the exact tracking input becomes (14) and Eq. (15) . 4 
Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) Application
The optimal-scanning method is applied to a STM (Metris-1000, Burleigh Instruments, Inc.), which is a key tool in emerging nanotechnologies [7] and is used to investigate nano-scale surface phenomena [SI. We begin by describing the STM system and its model, and then present the application of the optimal-scanning method to the STM.
Burleigh Metris-1000 STM scanner
The principle of STM operation is shown in Figure 1 constant sampling rate (the STM-tip position is not available for measurement during this scanning process) -the position of the STM-tip needs to be controlled precisely during the activescan section (e.g., X-axis displacement needs to be tracked exactly) to avoid image-distortions. The active-scan section is followed by the retrace section (transition section) during which the Y-axis displacement is incremented and the X-axis position is returned to the left. The tunneling current information is not measured during the retrace section. This scanning cycle (composed of the tracking and transition sections) is repeated until the desired surface area is imaged. The two sections in the X-axis are:
T h e tracking section, t o < t < ti, where the tip tracks a desired output trajectory in the X-axis. The desired output y = &rm& of the system is the displacement d, in the X-axis, i. We ignore coupling effects between the X , Y, and Z azisif significant dynamic cmss-coupling is present then multivariable techniques can be used to model and invert the coupled dynamics. We note that the proposed optimal scanning technique is applicable to the multiple-input multiple-output case. However, we focus this article on the scanning in the X-direction.
STM scanner Modeling
The dynamics of the STM scanner in the X-direction were modeled experimentally using a dynamic signal analyzer (DSA) (Standard Research Systems, Model SR.785). An input G from the DSA to the STM scanner in the X-direction. The STM scanner response was measured using an inductive sensor (Kaman Instruments, Inc., Model SMU 9000). The measured output signal from the inductive sensor was then returned to the DSA. The resulting input-output responses (magnitude and phase responses) at different &e-quencies were used to construct a model of the STM scanner. To avoid numerical errors, a time-scaling was performed, and the transfer-function model of the STM scanner from the input (applied voltage (volts)) to the displacement in the X-axis ( d, [A] ) was found as with zeros, poles and gain given in Table ( / ( s + a ) ) was used. The preflter-is used to increase the relative cost of using high frequency inputs (e.g., see frequency weighted cost-functionals developed in 1191). The total transfer function used for designing optimal scan trajectories is given by 4.3 Solution to the scanning problem As stated in Definition 1 Page 2, the tracking section (i.e., the active scanning section) has a pre-specified desired trajectory Ytrook; however, the transition section (i.e., the retrace section) doesn't have a pre-specified desired trajectory ytron. There are many ways to perform the transition, therefore, the issue is the choice of a suitable output trajectory for the transition section. Two approaches were used to select the transition trajectory: (1) a polynomial approach and (2) the optimal approach discussed in Section 3. Approach 1. Polynomial approach to Scanning. The relative degree of the system (Eq. 33) is three, therefore, the state of the system (in the tracking form) contains the output and its hst and second t i e derivatives, 6 = [ y 2 9 3 . These three states need to be continuous for a smooth change between the tracking section and transition section at times t = ti and t = t f , which yields six boundary conditions on the output trajectory. Therefore, the output trajectory during the transition trajectory is chosen to be a fifth-order polynomial with six unknown co-efficients of the form T y(t) = a0 + a1t + a2t2 + a3t3 + a4t4 + a5t5 (34) For this example a0 = 5, a1 = 0.2, a2 = 0, a3 = -0.0016, a4 = 4.8 x lo-', and a5 = 3.84 x lo-'.
Two methods were applied to track the complete scan trajectory: (1) control that ignores the STM scanner dynamics and (2) control that accounts for the STM scanner dynamics. The results of applying these two approaches is used to demonstrate the need to account for the scanner dynamics in the control design. Comparison of scanning costs The scanning cost .loconning with the use of the polynomial retrace trajectory (and inversion-based approach) is compared with the optimal scanning cost in Table ( 2). approach achieves-perfect tracking of the same desired output trajectory (compare plots a1 and b l in Figure (2) ). This is because the inversion-based approach compensates for the dynamics-induced vibrations in the output position. Note that there is no significant increase in the magnitude of the input for achieving this improvement in tracking (compare plots a2 and b2 in Figure ( 2) and in Figure (2)) . Similarly, the model-based optimal scanning approach ako achieves perfect tracking of the desired output and therefore the simulations show no tracking error in the output (See Figure (2x1) ). The use of STM-dynamics model leads to removal of the vibration-caused distortions in the images obtained with the inversion-based and optimal-scanning a p proaches (compare images in Figure (3) ).
When the STM is used as a surface analysis instrument, some of these vibration-caused distortions in the image can be removed through post-corrections (201. However, such distortions limit the use of STMs in real-time visualization of surface processes, and limit the use of STMs in real-time surface modification applications such as nanofabrication [21] . Therefore, compensating for the dynamics is critical to precision positioning during operation of the STM.
Comparison of Polynomial-based and OptimalScanning Approaches The cost for optimal scanning input should always be lower than the cost for inversion-based approach because the polynomial-based retrace is one of the possible trajectories over which the optimization of the input-energy is performed -this is reflected in Table 2 which compares the input cost with the two approaches.
The optimal-scanning approach requires less than half the input energy required by the polynomial-based approach.
Note that the optimal-scanning approach tends to keep the input zero during a significant portion of the retrace section (approximately 3ms) to minimize the input energy (compare plots b2 and c2 in Figure (2) ). This implies that the transition time could be reduced without significant increase in the input energy -reduction of the transition time from 5ms to 2ms. Note that both the approaches lead to exact output tracking during the active scanning as seen in the experimentally obtained images (rows 2 and 3 in Figure (3)) ; however, the optimal-scanning approach requires less input-energy and it provides a systematic a p proach to the design and control of the output trajectory for scanning.
Conclusions
The problem of designing the output trajectory for a scanner such that the input energy is minimized was posed and solved in this article. The problem was solved by integrating (a) standard optimal statetransition approach during the output-transition (retrace) section with (b) a model-based inversion approach to maintain perfect output-tracking during the active-scan (tracking) section. The cost for the entire scan (active scan and retrace) was then minimized to solve the optimal scanning problem. The approach was applied to a Scanning Tunneling Microscope, and simulation and experimental results were presented to illustrate the technique and its advantages.
